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Pattern: Kiwi, the Bunny
Free pattern - created by Amiimaker
marina.amiimaker@gmail.com

April 1st, 2021

This was my third CAL (Crochet Along) pattern. The

CAL happened last week on my social media accounts,

but only in Portuguese. Now, as I promised, an English

version is available on my blog. Kiwi pattern was

created after the Amora pattern. The idea (for me) was

to change some details that I wasn’t completely happy

with in the Amora pattern. A Portuguese version, as well

as some tutorial videos (in Portuguese) can be found on

my Instagram (@amiimaker). If you are looking for some

inspiration to make your own Kiwi, look for #amiimaker

so you can check what other crochet lovers are making!

Materials:

● yarn in two colors (1 - main color, and 2 - overalls);

● crochet hook according to the yarn weight you are using (I used a  3.25 mm);

● stitch markers;
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● pins;

● polyester fiber;

● scissors;

● tapestry needle;

● embroidery floss in pink and black;

● two small buttons;

● leftover yarn in different colors for the wreath and the flowers;

● blush (for makeup);

● small brush (for makeup) or cotton swab.

Abbreviations:

inc - increase

dec - invisible decrease

ch - chain

sl st - slip stitch

sc - single crochet

mr - magic ring

( ) total number of stitches at the end of each round

Final size:

With the materials I used, my bunny turned out approximately 9”/23 cm (top of the ear to foot).

Notes:

Unless instructed, always remember to crochet in rounds. Use a stitch marker at the end of each

round.

About the videos: I recorded many tutorial videos as a supporting material. But they are all in

Portuguese. Some of them are long (8 minutes or so), but they are all pretty visual and I believe

anyone can understand the main idea in each one. If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to

email me: marina.amiimaker@gmail.com
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All videos can be found on my IGTV under the Series Kiwi CAL.

Let’s go!

Ears:

Make two. Using color 1.

1) 6 sc in the mr (6)

2) 6 inc (12)

3) [1 sc, 1 inc] x6  (18)

4) [1 sc, 1 inc, 1 sc] x6 (24)

5) [3 sc, 1 inc] x6 (30)

6) sc around (30)

7) [2 sc, 1 inc, 2 sc] x6 (36)

8 and 9) sc around (36)

10) [2 sc, 1 dec, 2 sc] x6 (30)

11) sc around (30)

12) [3 sc, 1 dec] x6 (24)

13 and 14) sc around (24)

15) [1 sc, 1 dec, 1 sc] x6 (18)

16 and 17) sc around (18)

18) [1 sc, 1 dec] x6 (12)

19 to 21) sc around (12)
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Fasten off, leaving a long thread to sew. Let’s embroider a detail like the picture below, between

rounds 7 and 18 (Video 1: ears embroidery - in my IGTV shows how to make it). Don’t stuff.

Reserve.

Arms:

Make two. Using color 1.

1) 8 sc in the mr (8)

2 to 15) sc around (8)

Fasten off leaving a long tail. Don’t stuff. Reserve.

Tail:

Make one. Using color 1.

1) 6 sc in the mr (6)

2) 6 inc (12)

3 to 5) sc around (12)

6) 6 dec (6)

Fasten off leaving a long tail. Stuff it. Reserve.
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Body:

Using color 1.

The body is made from top to bottom. Leave a long thread at the beginning. Ch 12. Join last and

first ch with a sl st to create a circle, be careful to not twist it (see pictures below). Now we will

work on these chains.

1) make 1 sc in each ch (12)

2) sc around (12)

3) [1 sc, 1 inc] x6 (18)

4) sc around (18)

5) [1 sc, 1 inc, 1 sc] x6 (24)

6 and 7) sc around (24)

8) [3 sc, 1 inc] x6 (30)

9) sc around (30)
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10) [2 sc, 1 inc, 2 sc] x6 (36)

11 to 23) sc around (36)

Now we will make the legs.

Legs:

Using color 1.

To make the legs, separate the stitches of the body as follows: 6 sc for the central space

between the legs in the front and 6 sc for the central space between the legs in the back (see

photos). Each leg will be made using 12 sc.

For the first leg, make 12 sc and mark the last stitch with a stitch marker. To make these 12 sc,

you must make 6 sc on one part of the body and the other 6 sc on the other part (see video 2:

legs - on IGTV, to understand how).

This is the first round of the first leg.

2 to 6) sc around (12)

7) [2 sc, 1 dec] x3 (9)

8) [1 sc, 1 dec] x3 (6)

Close the hole to close the first leg. Don’t cut the thread. We will use it later.
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Stuff the body and the first leg very well. There is a video on my IGTV (video 3: stuffing Kiwi)

where I show the stuffing process. Stuff every corner very well.

For the second leg, start again by joining the thread to the body with a sl st. Leave a long tail at

the beginning (16”/40 cm). See the photos below. Ch 1 and then make 12 sc and mark the last

stitch with a stitch marker. This is the first round of the second leg.

Repeat rows 2 through 8 of the first leg. Before closing the leg, stuff it very well. Close the hole

to close the leg. Do not cut the thread. Now use the thread left at the beginning of the second

leg to close the center of the body (video 4: sewing the body closed the).

Pass the long thread left at the beginning of the neck inside the body, coming out between

rounds 6 and 7 (see photo below).
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Head:

Using color 1.

1) 6 sc in the mr (6)

2) 6 inc (12)

3) [1 sc, 1 inc] x6 (18)

4) [1 sc, 1 inc, 1 sc] x6 (24)

5) [3 sc, 1 inc] x6 (30)

6) [2 sc, 1 inc, 2 sc] x6 (36)

7) sc around (36)

Now we will join the head to the body. See video 5 (sewing the head) to understand.

8) 24 sc, 6 sc (picking up 6 sc from the body as well - make sure you are closing the body while

doing this. This means you will have to pick up both sides of the neck while crocheting), 6 sc

(36)
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9 to 16) sc around (36)

Using the tail left when you finished the body (the one threaded between rounds 6 and 7) and

the tapestry needle, sew the head (chin) to the body. Note that the head should be lined with the

body (video 6 - Kiwi details). Fasten off.

Place the eyes between rounds 11 and 12, leaving 8 stitches between them. Embroider the

muzzle between rounds 5 and 8 (see photos and video 7 - details of Kiwi 2). Embroider the

eyebrows over the eyes and the cheeks below the eyes (see photos and video 7). Let’s continue

with the head.

17) [2 sc, 1 dec, 2 sc] x6 (30)

18) [3 sc, 1 dec] x6 (24)

19) sc around (24)

Start stuffing the head using polyester fiber. Continue stuffing while crocheting until the end.

20) [1 sc, 1 dec, 1 sc] x6 (18)

21) [1 sc, 1 dec] x6 (12)

22) 6 dec (6)

Fasten off closing the hole in the head.
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Overalls:

Using color 2. If you want it to be bigger, use a larger crochet hook.

Ch 42. Join last and first ch with a sl st to create a circle, be careful to not twist it (see pictures

below). Now we will work on these chains.

1) sc in each ch (42)

2 to 12) sc around (42)

Note: always try the clothes on your Kiwi. You may need to make more or less rounds or even

use a different crochet hook.

Crochet more or less stitches to find the side of the outfit (photos below).

Now we will make the legs. To make the legs, separate the stitches from the overalls as follows:

6 sc for the central space between the legs in the front and 6 sc for the central space between

the legs in the back. Each leg will be made from 15 sc.
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For the first leg, crochet 15 sc (7 in the front and 8 in the back) and mark the last stitch with a

stitch marker (see video 8: clothes 1 - on my IGTV to understand how).

This is the first round of the first leg and the thirteenth round of the outfit.

14 and 15) sc around (15)

Fasten off invisibly. Now let’s start the second leg.

For the second leg, start again by joining the thread to the body with a sl st. Leave a long tail at

the beginning (16”/40 cm). See the photos below. Ch 1 and then make 15 sc (8 in the front and

7 in the back) and mark the last stitch with a stitch marker. This is the first round of the second

leg and the thirteenth round of the outfit.

Repeat rounds 14 and 15 of the first leg. Fasten off invisibly. Close the middle of the garment

with the long thread left at the beginning of the second leg (video 9: clothes 2). Hide and finish

all the threads.

We will start the top of the outfit. It will be done in rows. Ch 1 and turn at the end of each row.

Choose 12 sc from the center at the waist of the garment (see photos below). Make 12 sc (1 sc

in each loop - video 10: clothes 3). Ch 1 and turn. Then do the following:

2) 1 dec, 8 sc, 1 dec, ch 1, turn (10)

3) 1 dec, 6 sc, 1 dec, ch 1, turn (8)

4) 1 dec, 4 sc, 1 dec, ch 1, turn (6)

5) 1 dec, 2 sc, 1 dec (4)

Don't fasten off. Continue to crochet, going around the whole piece (video 11: clothes 4). Ch 1 in

each corner to make the turn. Finish and hide all the threads.
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Flowers:

To decorate our bunny's head, we will make some very simple flowers (I made 3). Using leftover

yarn in different colors, ch 16. From the second ch from the hook, sc in each ch (15).

Finish off leaving a long yarn tail. Watch video 12 on IGTV to see how to wrap and sew the

flowers.
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Assembly and Details:

At this moment we have the following parts: a body with a head, ears, arms, tail, clothes and

flowers. Let's start by dressing our bunny.

If you used the same crochet hook for the rabbit and for the clothes, you may have a little

trouble dressing your Kiwi up. But don't worry that with a little adjustment, the clothes will go in!

Pull the overalls. taking care not to ruin them :)

With two pieces of thread of the same color used to crochet the overalls (+/- 24” or 60 cm each),

we will make the straps (video 13: assembling 1).

We will sew one leg on the other with the tail thread left at the end of the legs (video 14:

assembling 2). The idea is to join the two legs together, to make your Kiwi look like a baby

(optional).

Sew the arms on the side of the body, between rounds 4 and 5. Before fasten off the thread,

sew the arm to the body one more time, now at the height of row 10 (photos below). The idea is

that the arms are close to the body. Finish and hide all the threads.
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Fold the ears in half (I sew them with a few stitches) and sew them between rows 19 and 20 of

the head (video 15 - assembling 3).

Sew the little tail to the outfit.

With a piece of green thread, make the wreath on the Kiwi's head and then tie the flowers (see

video 16 - the wreath).

Sew two mini buttons on his clothes.

Make up the cheeks on the pink embroidery under the eyes. And make up the center of the little

nose!
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Your Kiwi is ready! And if you decide to give my pattern a

try, I would love to see your pictures. Tag me on Facebook

and Instagram (@amiimaker) and use #amiimaker and so I

can see your amigurumi. Feel free to sell any dolls made

using this pattern. The only thing I ask in return is to give me

the credits for the design. See you soon! :)
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